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Abstract—The content and evolution of academic research 

on regional innovation systems from 1997 to 2018 are analyzed. 

The growing importance and relevance of the topic, in both 

practical and academic terms, are emphasized. Different 

approaches to define RIS and its components are summarized. 

Special attention is paid to research on models of regional 

innovation systems. Recommendations for future research are 

presented. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The beginning of the 21st century is the epoch of new 
revolutionary transformations caused by the emergence of 
the sixth technological order. Today the idea of globalization 
of economic processes, based on the principle of the 
international division of labor and the growth of the 
technological chain links due to outsourcing processes, is 
losing its significance. This is largely due to the fact that in 
developed countries innovative additive technologies 
continue to be widely adopted, which radically changes the 
structure of global value chains, and the fact that the further 
expansion of sales markets becomes impossible at some 
point in the context of globalization. Such changes make the 
old technological structure ineffective. 

In the context of globalization "failures", the need for the 
development of a national economy and national economic 
systems is growing. The national economy is a multi-level 
system, therefore, regional economic subsystems, especially 
the regional innovation system, require no less attention from 
the state. 

The concept of regional innovation system has been 
gaining much attention from academic researchers and 

policy makers since the early 1990s. This literature survey 
analyzes the content and evolution of academic research on 
regional innovation systems (RIS) from 1997 to 2018. 

The fundamental researches in this field are the works of 
Cooke, Asheim, Coenen, Iammarino. They specify the key 
concepts of "region", "innovation" and "system"; define 
national and regional innovation systems and emphasize 
different aspects of RIS's development.  

RISs were conceptualized by Cooke in 1997 as a 
"collective order based on micro-constitutional regulation" 
[10]. He explored the case for regional systems of innovation 
and emphasized the importance of financial capacity, 
institutionalized learning and productive culture to systemic 
innovation. 

Later in 2001 Cooke presented a systematic account of 
the idea and content of regional innovation systems 
following discovers made by regional scientists, economic 
geographers and innovation analysts. One of the obvious 
conclusions to be drawn from his analysis is that regional 
innovation policy should stimulate the growth of strong 
private investing organizations that will have the profit-
motive as the incentive to be more proactive than a public 
system has shown itself to be capable of [8]. 

It is also known that in 2005 Cooke redefined RIS as 
"interacting knowledge generation and exploitation 
subsystems linked to global, national and other regional 
systems" [9]. This definition affirmed the relations of RISs 
outside its own boundaries, and the interconnection with 
other types of innovation systems.  

According to Asheim and Coenen, the regional 
innovation system can be thought of as the institutional 
infrastructure supporting innovation within the production 
structure of a region [1]. The researchers emphasized the 
need for "unpacking" the role of territorial agglomerations in 
promoting innovativeness and competitiveness by "digging" 
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into the contingencies, particularities and specificities that 
characterize real world contexts where cluster and RIS 
policies are introduced and used. 

The concept "regional innovation system" derives from 
the concept of national innovation system (NIS) focusing on 
a particular territory.  

Iammarino noted, that NIS cannot by any means be 
considered as being the simple sum of regional systems, and 
identified two major problems in finding some kind of 
standardization of sub-national systems of innovation [12]:  

The first one (theoretical in nature) arises from the fact 
that geographical innovation systems have been 
conceptualized and applied by considering components, 
relationships and attributes, which operate and are governed 
mainly at the national level. 

The second problem (practically oriented) is the well-
recognized and broad regional measurement issue.  

Further researches reviewed and summarized the most 
important ideas and arguments of the recent theorizing on 
regional innovation systems to provide the basis for a critical 
examination of such issues as: 

 Definition confusion and empirical validation; 

 The territorial dimension of regional innovation 
systems;  

 The role of institutions.  

Doloreux and Parto in the "Regional innovation systems: 
a critical review" presented a systemic account of the 
weaknesses and potentials of the regional innovation system 
as a concept, attempting to provide a few potentially fruitful 
points of departure for future research on this theme [11]. 
The researches defined regional innovation systems as a set 
of interacting private and public interests, formal institutions 
and other organizations that function according to 
organizational and institutional arrangements and 
relationships conducive to the generation, use and 
dissemination of knowledge. 

II. FIVE BASIC APPROACHES OF RISS CATEGORIZED 

Since 2001 to 2015 RISs were categorized in five basic 
approaches (see "Fig. 1").  

 

Fig. 1. Basic approaches to define RISs and its components. 

In the frame of the organizational approach researchers 
emphasize aspects of organizations and firms participating in 
RISs. In 2007 Christopherson and Clark in their work 
showed how firms actually behave in territorial innovation 
systems (IS) [6]. 

The institutional approach focuses on RISs institutions 
and how they affect actors and their interactions. Researches 
especially highlighted the role of a proactive public–private 
partnership and impact of the public sector and public policy 
support by acknowledging to a greater extent the importance 
of institutional complementarities in knowledge economies 
[2].  

The capabilities approach seeks to understand RISs from 
the perspective of regional capabilities and strengths. Zhao, 
Cacciolatti, Lee and Song in their research proposed policy 
measures for improving regional innovation collaboration 
within China [18]. They analyzed regional collaborations on 
innovation to understand the dynamics of regional 
collaboration on innovation projects and capabilities.  

III. MAIN DIMENSIONS OF REGIONAL COLLABORATIONS 

AMONG ORGANIZATIONS 

The results of their work show that regional 
collaborations among organizations can be categorized by 
means of six main dimensions (see "Fig. 2"). 
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Fig. 2. Dimensions of regional collaborations among organizations. 

Based on national approach authors focus on how to 
explain NISs by considering the RISs within. One of the 
interesting hypotheses of researches, who studied national 
and regional innovation systems in Hungary, is that the 
national level no longer adds to the synergy across these 
regional innovation systems [13].  

The assessment approach focuses on how to measure 
RISs performance and the appropriate metrics when revising 
their success. Leydesdorff and Fritsch introduced a way of 
assessing the quality of regional innovation systems by 
measuring the interaction and synergy between subsystems 
by means of an indicator based on entropy statistics (the 
approach was applied to the various regions of Germany) 
[15].  

From 2016 to 2017, one of the central question in 
discussing RISs and main actors was the role of universities. 
This problem was studied by Benneworth, Pinheiro and 
Karlsen; they concluded that universities play a significant 
role as scientific knowledge suppliers, as they support the 
development of regions [3].  

Today one of the widely spread approach is considering 
RISs as complex adaptive systems. In 2018 Ponsiglione, 
Quinto and Zollo published the article in which they 
proposed an agent-based model to support the development 
of self-sustaining regional innovation systems (the case of 
European regions). Results of their research showed that the 
exploration capacity, the propensity to cooperation, and the 
endowed competencies of actors belonging to a region could 
be considered as key aspects in affecting the regional 
innovation performance [17]. 

To sum up different approaches, RIS can be defined as a 
network of institutions and actors of the state and non-state 
sectors, the interaction of which ensures the transformation 
of innovative tangible (financial, infrastructure, technical, 
etc.) and intangible (human capital) resources into innovative 
products and technologies. 

In 2018 systematic literature reviews about RISs were 
published. Pino and Ortega systemized theoretical and 
practical materials from previous researches and gave 
recommendations for future research [16]. They analyzed the 
content and evolution of academic research on RIS from 
1997 to September 2017; defined the components of an RIS; 
analyzed the relationship between IS, NIS, and RIS; 
presented what is known about how to measure performance 
of innovation systems. Their work contains the following 
recommendations for researchers: 

 The definition of the formal and informal 
organizations and institutions operating at the interior 
of the RIS must be accompanied by an explanation of 
their necessary relations and interactions, as well as 
the physical or technological capabilities needed for 
the regional system ś success;  

 It is also important to define what success is for an 
RIS, including economic, ecological, and social 
aspects also recognizing the probability of better 
categorizing regions into different profiles rather than 
expecting every single RIS to present then same 
characteristics and behavior; 

 It is important to learn more about the institutions 
related to the RIS, understanding how to classify 
them considering which ones positively and 
negatively influence innovation activity, considering 
which ones are meant to be conceive for the long 
term and which ones must work and adapt constantly, 
and considering the macroeconomic institutions 
operating at the sub-national level.  

IV. DIFFERENT APPROACHES AT MODELS OF RIS 

Today, researchers pay great attention to the formation 
and development of regional innovation system. One of the 
most important issues that a number of authors are working 
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on is forming the model of a regional innovation system. 
Existing research in this area allows defining key approaches 

to identifying and classifying models of regional innovation 
systems (see "Fig. 3"). 

 

Fig. 3. Models of RIS: different approaches [4]; [5]; [7]; [14]; [18]. 

Speaking about the subject to future research, it is 
necessary to develop a model of the regional innovation 
system on the basis of identifying the parameters and 
indicators characterizing, on the one hand, the innovation 
and resource potential of the regional innovation system (for 
example, the proportion of organizations performing R&D in 
the total number of organizations; internal R&D costs; 
organizations engaged in the development of additive 
technologies in the following areas: robotics and 3D printing) 
and, on the other hand, effectiveness of its implementation 
(for example, the number of advanced production 
technologies created per 10 thousand people employed in the 
economy). The development of a methodological approach 
to assessing the basic parameters of a regional innovation 
system, determining the characteristics of its formation, will 
provide a "transparent picture" of weaknesses and strengths, 
opportunities and threats to the formation and development 
of a regional innovation system in the era of global 
technological change. 

V. CONCLUSION 

After evaluating the information available and the 
academic content about RISs, the growing importance and 
relevance of the topic, in both practical and academic terms 
can be emphasized: 

 Firstly, the results of researches on regional 
innovation systems should form the basis of the state 
policy for managing regional innovation development, 
including the development of an innovation strategy 
and measures for its successful implementation; 

 Secondly, information is valuable for other actors of 
the regional innovation system (for enterprises, 
universities, society represented by non-profit 
organizations, unions, etc.) primarily from the point 
of view of understanding the general vector of 
innovative development of the region, problems and 
prospects; 

 Thirdly, the study of regional innovation systems 
(features of the formation and development of RIS, 
complex socio-economic relations between actors, the 
role of RIS in the development of NIS and the socio-
economic system of the country as a whole, etc.) 
contributes to the development of economic sciences 
and modern economic thought. 

The important questions that remain to be answered are if 
RISs do contribute to long term socio-economic growth and 
how to measure the extent of their contribution. When 
having defined the concept of RIS, the issues which seem 
critical for further understanding and further work are the 
usage of indicators and metrics to measure the performance 
of RIS, its innovation potential and effectiveness of its 
implementation.  
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